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GENERAL PHILOSOPHY

Because of the wide differences in backgrounds and spiritual preferences/convictions,
acceptance and cooperation are very important.  The standard of dress at Calvary Christian
School is designed to reflect the MNM principle: modesty, neatness, and moderation.  Our
desire is that the dress code be one that contributes to a distinctive Christian education and
promotes an effective learning environment.  Our dress codes are designed to promote a high
level of personal character and appearance.

It is important to understand that if we do not allow a particular article/style of clothing or dress,
we are not saying the item is wrong to wear at other times – just not to school.  Our dress code
is not designed to support or encourage the latest fashion trends and fads.  This means that
clothing bought at some of the popular clothing stores may not meet CCS standards.

Decisions regarding clothing choices are, at times, very complex.  Because styles change
frequently, we cannot anticipate and cover every possible fashion style ahead of time.
Developing a dress code that is all-encompassing is nearly impossible.  In all dress code issues,
the administration reserves the right to make the final decision on the appropriateness of
clothing and appearance. The administration and Executive Committee also reserves the right
to make adjustments to the dress code should the need arise.

We recognize that families, and sometimes school officials, interpret the dress code in a
different manner.  We realize that consistency and fairness are vital to having an effective dress
code.  Yet, there is a grave danger in giving the impression that externals are more important
than internals (“the hidden man of the heart” – I Peter 3:4).  We desire, with your help, to let our
young people know that “what” you are is most important.

Please try to understand and apply the following thoughts regarding the dress code:

● We desire that our students reflect the best possible image of our school and of the Lord.
● We desire NEATNESS in the dress of our student body.
● We want to emphasize the principle of MODESTY.
● A student’s dress should not draw undue attention to him/herself.
● Girls are to dress as girls and boys are to dress like boys. (i.e. Spirit Week and all other

student activities
● We ask the parents to take responsibility for ensuring their student(s) complies with the

dress code.
● Because styles change rapidly, we cannot cover every clothing possibility.
● Each student’s appearance will be judged on an individual basis.
● The administration will make the final decision on the appropriateness of a student’s

dress and appearance.
● Students violating the code will be dealt with as privately as possible.  If necessary, the

student may be sent home to change or not be allowed to attend class until a change of



clothing can be made available. Students should not expect to be continually warned
about Dress Code Violations.

DRESS CODE GUIDELINES

Calvary Christian School currently utilizes the Schoolbelles Company and Lands’ End as our
exclusive uniform providers. In addition to the approved Schoolbelles and Lands’ End
selections, spirit wear may also be purchased from the bookstore or O-line Sports to be worn to
school. Other clothing options will be covered throughout this section.

Tennis shoes, casual shoes, or dress shoes may be worn to school.  Elementary students may
also wear “dress” style sandals, with a back strap, to school.  House slippers, soccer slides,
flip-flop style sandals, or overly casual sandals may NOT be worn to school.

● Only girls may wear earrings.  Other body piercings are not acceptable.
● Clothing with logos, advertisements, or pictures associated with non-Christian values

may not be worn to school.  Decisions regarding clothing of this nature are at the
discretion of the administration.

● Clothing, hairstyles, make-up, etc. that would identify with punk, rock, gothic, grunge, or
other youth subcultures deemed inappropriate may not be worn.  This is at the discretion
of the administration.

● For the safety of the students and care of the CCS floors, students are not permitted to
wear Heelys to school.

UNIFORM DRESS CODE GUIDELINES

CCS requires elementary students to wear uniforms supplied by the Schoolbelles Company
and/or Lands’ End.

NORMAL SCHOOL DAY (Preschool/K5 Dress Code)

The CCS preschool/K5 children are to wear the uniforms supplied by the Schoolbelles
Company and/or Land’s End. Should the child be unable to acquire a uniform that would fit due
to lack of appropriate uniform size, the elementary principal or preschool director should be
consulted before the beginning of the school year.

● Please refer to Schoolbelles and Lands’ End online for the specific CCS uniform options.
● The CCS preschool/K5 children are not required to wear belts with their pants, shorts or

capris having belt loops.
● If preschool/K5 children are not able to tie their shoes, tennis shoes with Velcro should

be worn.
● Accidents can always happen to a preschooler.  A change of clothing, including

underwear and socks, is a necessity. (The change of clothing does not have to be a CCS
school uniform.)



NORMAL SCHOOL DAY (K5-6th Dress Code)

Uniform requirements for K-6th grade girls (please refer to Schoolbelles or Lands’ End
online for the specific CCS clothing choices):

● Jumper for K-3rd grade girls.
● Fourth-6th grade girls may wear the khaki skirt or slacks.
● Skirts and jumpers must be no shorter than the top of the kneecap (front and back). This

applies throughout the school year.
● Capri’s, shorts, skorts, or pants. All shorts, skorts, skirts and jumpers must come to the

top of the knee. These items must be purchased from Schoolbelles or Lands’ End.
● Red, white, gray or black knit polos with CCS logo.
● To ensure a modest appearance, appropriate underclothing must be worn and not be

visible while standing or sitting.
● If leggings are worn, they must be worn with skirts, or jumpers, which must come to the

top of the kneecaps.

Uniform requirements for K-6th grade boys (please refer to Schoolbelles and Lands’ End
online for the specific CCS clothing choices):

● Red, white, gray or black knit polos with the CCS crest.
● Pants, shorts and cargo shorts.

Uniform standards for all K-6th grade students:
● Traditional shirts must be tucked in at all times.Students may wear the elastic banded

shirts that are designed to be worn untucked.
● Approved sweaters or pullovers may be worn. Students must wear a uniform shirt

underneath.
● Spirit-wear may also be worn as outerwear. Spirit-wear is defined as CCS logo-wear

(e.g., fleece wear) sold or approved by the administration. Students must wear a uniform
shirt underneath outerwear. Outerwear worn during the school day (i.e. sweatshirts,
sweaters, etc.) must have the approved CCS logo on it or be CCS approved.

● Belts must be worn with pants, shorts, or Capri’s having belt loops.
● T-shirts, turtlenecks, or other pullover style shirts worn under uniform shirts cannot have

any writing or graphics that are visible (including through the uniform shirt).
● Jackets or non-uniform outerwear may not be worn to class.

COUGAR FRIDAY

Every Friday will be a Cougar Friday. On Cougar Friday,students may wear a t-shirt or hoodie
related to a CCS activity. These items include CCS team shirts, CCS club shirts, CCS field trip
or class trip shirts, CCS uniform shirts, etc.

● Uniform shirts with the CCS logo may also be worn on casual days.
● In addition to jeans, knee-length jean skirts, kneelength shorts and jean Capri’s, girls

may wear any uniform selection bottoms. Uniform shorts may also be worn on casual



days. Athletic wear and nylon, spandex, sweat suit material, etc. may not be worn. Girls
may not wear non-uniform, jumpers, dresses, or skorts.

● In addition to jeans and jean shorts, boys may wear any uniform selection bottoms.
Shorts may be made of jean or khaki material and must be similar in length to the
uniform shorts sold by Schoolbelles. Athletic wear and nylon, spandex, sweat suit
material, etc. may not be worn.

● Jeans must be in good repair, having no holes, no torn or ragged hems, and no ragged
edges are allowed. Jeans cannot be tight-fitting and must be modest. Jeans or capris
that are faded, torn, frayed, etc. may NOT be worn on casual day or a Cougar Friday.
This includes those that are designed to look that way. This also includes jeans with
holes but have material under the hole giving the appearance of torn jeans. Bibs and
oversized jeans are not allowed.

● T-shirts may be worn untucked.
● All guidelines related to modesty must be followed.
● Casual days are considered a privilege. Students not adhering to the uniform,

non-uniform, or casual day guidelines may lose the privilege of participating in future
casual days.

NON-UNIFORM DRESS CODE GUIDELINES

While uniforms will be required on most school days, there will be days on which students are
allowed to wear non-uniform clothing. Our goal on non-uniform days is to reflect modesty,
neatness, and moderation. On non-uniform days that are not identified as a “Cougar Friday”, the
following dress code guidelines will apply:

All Students:
● Dress slacks/pants must be neat, clean in appearance, not torn or baggy, and not

dragging the floor (no jeans).
● Shirts/tops must be neat, clean, and modest. Shirts may have a small, chest-type

manufacturer’s logo. T-shirts are not allowed.
● Clothing with logos, advertisements, or pictures associated with non-Christian values is

not acceptable.
● Students attending school events (outside of school hours) must follow the principles of

modesty and neatness. The guidelines listed for non-uniform or casual
● days must be followed.

Girls:
● Clothing may not be tight-fitting, cut too low, or be made of revealing fabrics.
● Tops must be long enough to prevent the midriff, back, or undergarments from showing.

This applies to when a student is standing or sitting.
● Skirts/dresses must meet the same length requirements as Schoolbelles/Lands’ End

Uniform skirts.
● Girls in grades PreK-3rd only may wear pant-style leggings on Cougar Fridays with their

spirit or uniform shirt.



HAIR GUIDELINES

● Hair must remain one of the natural colors (i.e., brown,black, blonde, red).
● Attention drawing hairstyles are not acceptable. Unacceptable examples include styles

that are highly spiked, tails, mullets, Mohawk, dreadlocks, punk, oversized natural cuts,
etc.

● Hair must be neatly groomed. For boys, extreme hairstyles and accessories, including
facial and ear piercings will be avoided. Hair should be neat and well groomed. Hair will
be kept above the lower earlobe, off the collar and off the eyebrows. It will fit the general
contour of the head. Sideburns must be no longer than the bottom of the earlobe and will
be kept neatly trimmed. All questions about hairstyles and length will be referred to the
school administrator. If action is deemed necessary, the student will be told exactly
where they are outside the above mentioned policy and what he must do to get within
regulation. This will also be clearly communicated to the parents. The student will have
two school days (the current day and the next) to get the stated corrections made to his
hair. Any student returning on the third day outside said guidelines will be sent home
until his hair conforms to the stated policy. These days will be treated as suspensions.
Repeated offenses could result in immediate one-day suspensions. If you have a
question about a hairstyle please seek guidance from the administration.

OTHER DRESS CODE GUIDELINES

In addition to school dress, there will be specific dress codes for other school related activities.
For many of these activities (e.g., banquets, music programs, etc.), the dress code will be given
out prior to the activity. Generally, our desire is to represent CCS in all we do – including our
dress. When we attend after-school events, such as athletic events, our dress should be one
that is modest, neat, and in moderation (the MNM principle). The general guidelines for Cougar
Friday provide a good format for dress at these events. As previously stated, decisions
regarding clothing choices are, at times, very complex. Our goal is to provide direction
and guidelines for our students, parents, and staff. Our desire is to “come alongside” your family
in their understanding of and adherence to these standards. Additionally, students are expected
to be within these guidelines at all times. It will not be our policy to constantly remind students of
dress code violations or the need for a haircut, trim, etc. Students not meeting the dress code
requirements will be dealt with on an individual basis. As appropriate, discipline will be
administered as outlined in this Parent-Student Handbook.




